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Abstract

Bipolar Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) devices can now be fabricated at higher

densities and much lower power consumption. Behaviour of simple and complex

ECLgates are examinedinthe presence of physical faults. The e�ectiveness of the

classical stuck-at model inrepresenting physical failures inECLgates is examined.

It is shownthat the conventional stuck-at fault model cannot represent amajority

of circuit level faults. A newaugmented stuck-at fault model is presentedwhich

provides a signi�cantlyhigher coverage of physical failures. Adesignfor testability

approach is presentedfor on-line detectionof certainerror conditions occurring in

gates with true andcomplementaryoutputs which is a normal implementationfor

ECLdevices.

�This researchwas supported by a BMDO funded project monitoredbyONR.
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Fault Modeling andDesignfor Testability of Emitter CoupledLogic (ECL)

1 Intro uction

Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) using bipolar technology is a non-saturated formof digital logic

which el iminates transistor storage time as a speed limiting characteristic, permitting very high

speeds of operation [1 ]. Conventional bipolar ECL technology represents the state of the art in

si l icon speed, providing systempropagation delays of the order of 300 to 500 pico seconds but

the price paid for such speeds is very high power dissipation (1.5 m or more per gate - way

too much for LSI densities) [2 ] . ransistor size and circuit density are two factors causing high

power dissipation. Some recent developments intechnologysuchas I 1 [2 ] developedby ipolar

Integrated echnologyhavemade it possible to create smaller bipolar transistors andECLdevices

are being fabricated at higher densities and much lower power. I 1 transistor takes about

1 20 th the area of present day conventional ECL devices and the speed is comparable to the

fastest ECLtransistors which is achievedat 1 10th the power [2 ] .

ith the attainment of lowpower, high speed, as well as high density, ECL technology is

expected to be used widely in various high performance digital circuits. or example, Sparc

architecturedevelopedbySunmicrosystem, is being implementedusing I 's newbipolar process

[3] . he 5000 ECLSparc series of components represents a newapproach to constructing high

performance computer systems at a relatively lowcost, using whichthey are able to design small

ECL systems that performat a level equal to large mainframe computers and approach that

of present day supercomputers [3 ] . he integrated ECL microprocessor chip contains 122,000

transistors. Evenmore highly integrated bipolar and bipolar S chips are expected in future,

further narrowing the gap between lowcost workstations and high performance servers [3 ] .

ransistor level shorts and opens model manyof the physical fai lures and defects in ICs [4 ] .

study performedby ail iay [5 ] on 4-bit Smicroprocessor chips revealedthat a great majority

of faults were shorts and opens at the transistor. efects and fai lures in present day integrated

circuits can be abstracted to shorts and opens in the interconnects and degradation of devices

[6] . herefore, fault models at the transistor level , can characterize fai lures quite accurately

[5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . or Sdevices it has beenshownthat gate level models maynot correctly

represent some major fai lure modes [13 , 14, 15] . nalysis of faults in simple logic circuits suggest

that transistor level testing provides a higher coverage of faults compared to that at gate level

[16] . It is necessaryto study the e ects of fai lures at the transistor level anddevelopaccurate fault

models at this level [4 ] . he major fault models at transistor level are stuck-at faults, stuck-shorts
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and opens of transistor and interconnects, and bridging faults [17 ] .

In this paper, we rst examine an ECL gate for various physical fai lures and its

e ects. S ICEsimulations are used to study and compare analytical results to ensure that there

are no inconsistencies or inaccurate assumptions. elay faults due to various physical fai lures are

not considered in this study. arious physical fai lures are compared with the classical stuck-at

fault model and fault coverage is obtained. e propose anaugmentedstuck-at fault model which

provides a higher coverage of physical fai lures. e extend this philosophy to 2-level complex

ECL gates to obtain a general ized fault model . orandi et. al . [18 ] have proposed an ECL

logic model obtained using the dictionary for translating each circuit element into a gate level

description, which results in a complicated logic model even for a simple ECL circuit

description. he proposed augmentedstuck-at fault model is much simpler than the logic model

proposedin[18 ] . testable designapproachis presentedto detect certainerror conditions, termed

LI Eerrors, exhibitedby gates having true and complementary outputs. Certain defects during

manufacturing process lead to a short in the integrated circuit causing excessive current to be

drawn by the device. ne such fault exhibits delay fault, and detection such delay faults in a

device is muchmore di cult. e present a built-in current sensing technique for detecting such

faults.

his paper is organized as fol lows. In section 2, a brief description of Emitter Coupled Logic

and ECL gate operation is given. Sections 3 and 4 deal with the analysis of physical

defects, applicationof classical stuck-at fault model andproposedaugmentedstuck-at fault model

of one-level and two-level ECLgates respectively. In Section 5, power supply current monitoring

technique to detect certainmanufacturing defects inECLdevices is presented. testable design

approach is presented in Section 6 and nally conclusions are given in Section 7.

i tt r ou o ic

Schottky Lproduces speed improvement bypreventionof saturation but ECLuses di erential

ampli er con guration to control current levels so as to avoid saturation. Control of emitter

current or col lector current is achieved using the di erential ampli er circuit shown in igure 1.

ransistors 1 and 2 are arranged in a di erential ampli er con guration. he transistor 1

conducts in its active region as long as input in i s less than 1 which is grounded as shown in

igure 1. hen in starts exceeding 1, the current through 3 divides between transistors

1 and 2. s in starts exceeding 1 evenbya small amount, 1 turns and 2 turns
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igure 1: i erential mpli er.

ful ly remaining in the active region. he col lector outputs of both the transistors are always in

opposite states. he col lectors of 1 and 2 provide complementaryoutput signals. his ampli er

with the addition of emitter fol lower output stages forms the basis of ECLbasic gate

[19] . Emitter Coupled refers to the manner in which the emitters of the di erential ampli er

are connected within the integrated circuit [19 ] . he di erential ampli er provides high input

impedances and voltage gain within the circuit. Emitter fol lower outputs restore the logic levels

and provide lowoutput impedance for good line driving and high fan-out capabil ity [1 ] .

igure 2 shows the block diagramof a fundamental ECL gate which consists of a current

steering di erential ampli er connected by inputs, a temperature and voltage compensated bias

networkfor providing stable voltage bias to the di erential ampli er andemitter fol lower outputs.

igure 3 shows the basic gate circuit diagram, of the otorola ECL 10 family [1 ] which is

being usedas the basic building block inmost implementations of current dayECLlogic designs.

he operation of a basic ECL gate canbe explainedby referring to igure 3. ran-

sistors 1, 2 along with 3 forma di erential ampli er with base voltage of 3 ( 3) derived

froman internal reference circuit. he transistor stage 4 i s a temperature and voltage compen-

sationnetworkto provide stable reference ( ) at about the center of the output voltage swing.

he functioning of the ECL gate canbe summarizedas fol lows: he transistor 3 wil l

conduct only when the input transistors ( 1) and ( 2) are held with lowinput voltages as

( I ). s soon as any one of the transistors is turned (i .e. an input transition to I ), 3
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igure 3: Circuit diagramof a 2-input ECL gate.
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turns . urning of 3 causes output of 5 ( output) to go to and that of 6

( output) to go to . Similarly, when the input signals revert to lowstate, 1 and 2 are

turned again and 3 gets turned . he col lector voltages resulting fromthe switching

action of 1, 2 and 3 are transferred through the emitter fol lowers to the output terminals.

ence, the circuit provides logic and functions in positive logic, or and in

the negative logic. o inverters are needed inECLsince everygate provides a direct as well as a

complementedoutput.

he input transistors have their bases held to the l ine by the pull -downresistors ( 1 and

2) which provide a leakage current path. nused input terminals can be left oating without

riskof noise coupling to the di erential ampli er inputs. he 50 ohminput resistances maintain

logic `0' at inputs with inputs disconnected. he emitter fol lower output provides su cient drive

capabil ity and also changes the output voltage levels so that the input high and lowvoltages are

compatible. he output of emitter fol lowers are left openwithout internal load resistances, which

al lows the connectionof matching transmission l ine andmatching impedance loads at the receive

end according to the user requirement which increases speed and reduces power consumption.

hen using the faster type ECLgate with no output pull -down resistance, there is a choice of a

loadresistance betweenusing 50 ohmto -2 or using 510 ohmto the l ine. 50 ohmresistor

connected to -2 is commonly used when transmission l ines are used for driving. In practice,

1 and 2 are connected to ground and is connected to -5.2 .

he reference voltage which tracks is approximately -1.3 . he reason for using

separate connections ( 1;2 being connectedto ground) is tominimize the e ects of crosstalk

interference fromfast transients. he output logic levels are between -1.63 and -1.85 for

and -0.810 and -0.980 for . ransistor 4 along with the diode and resistor network forms

the temperature and voltage compensated bias network. ransistors 5 and 6 constitute the

emitter fol lower outputs. esistors 9 and 10 are connected external ly and are not provided

internal lyby the ECL gate. he logic voltage levels for ECL10 gates are shown in

igure 4.

ust l ike complexgates inn SandC S, multi level implementations are possible inECL.

ne of the techniques is cal led series gating in which transistor pairs are `stacked' one above the

other in `tiers' so that current canbe steeredthroughdi erent paths. his technique is i l lustrated

in igure 5 where there are twotiers of transistor pairs implementing the function( ):( )

and its complement ( ):( ). he penalty for the additional functional ity is an increase
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igure 4: utput and Input ECLvoltage levels.

in the propagation delay however, this general ly is less than in the case where the function

is decomposed into two or more gates [3] . Series gating techniques are used, for example, in

construction of shift registers that make up the diagnostic chain in the Integer nit (I ) and

oating-point control ler ( C) [3] .

aut o in o t at

.

Inthis section, we evaluate the response of the basic ECL gate for various faults. efore

performing defect analysis and fault model ing, basic circuit operation, bias conditions, interface

constraints have beenveri ed. l ist of possible hard fai lures (opens, shorts etc.) whicha ect the

circuit functional ity is obtained. ossible hard fai lures considered here include al l possible opens

and shorts of transistors, diodes and resistors, transistor junction opens and shorts.

ECL gate circuit outputs are obtainedafter performinganalysis for al l input vectors

by simulating one fai lure at a time for al l the possible hard fai lures (opens, shorts etc.) of al l

the devices (transistors, diodes and resistors). he ECL gate outputs obtained analyt-

ical ly have been compared with the S ICE[20 ] simulation outputs to ensure that there are no

inconsistencies or inaccurate assumptions.

lthough the standard speci ed I i s between-1.85 and -1.475 , S ICE[20 ] simulations

indicate that an input between-2.00 and-1.475 is also recognizedbya logic gate as val idlogic

`0' . Similarly, though the speci ed I i s between-1.105 and -0.810 , an input between-1.105

an aranM. Menon, ashwant . Malaiyaand nura . Jayasumana 7



igure 5: wo-level series gating implementation.

able 1: List of ault groups vs hysical fai lures.

aut free Open.

mitter Base Open.

o ector Open.

mitter Base Open.

o ector Open.

mitter Base Open mitter Base

o ector Open Open hort.

o ector Open hort

Base to o ector hort.

mitter Base o ector Open Open

Base to mitter hort.

mitter Base o ector Open Open

Base to o ector hort Base to mitter hort.

Open Base to mitter hort.

Open Base to mitter hort.

Open hort

Base to o ector hort.

Open.

Open.

hort Base to o ector hort.

Base to mitter hort.

Base to mitter hort.

Base to o ector hort.
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able 2: Circuit behaviour under physical fai lures ( ault-free, 1- 17 efective).

B

B

and 0.00 is also recognized as logic `1' . hese values could occur in faulty logic gates. he

intermediate voltage level between -1.475 and -1.105 is termed ` nde ned' ( ) logic level .

able 1 l ists the various fault groups and the physical fai lures considered. his includes al l

opens and shorts of transistors, diodes and resistors, transistor junction opens and shorts. he

output of the circuit behavior obtained under various defects are tabulated by combining and

grouping the various faults as shown in able 2. It can be seen that only the fault groups 12,

13 and 17 cause anunde ned logic level . ault groups 12 ( rue output) 13 (Complementary

output) and 17 (Complementary output) are undetectable at logic level as there are no input

patterns for whichthe faultyandfault-free gate provide opposite logic values at anyof the outputs.

ninteresting observationwhichneeds mentioning is that of the physical fai lure 1 2 short.

he purpose of the input resistances are to maintain the inputs at logic `0' with inputs discon-

nected. If an ECLgate with 1 or 2 short is drivenby another ECLgate with output equal to

logic `1' , then the -5.2 appearing at the input due to the short of input resistance wil l dominate

causing the input to appear as logic `0' . It has been veri ed with S ICE [20 ] simulation that

the input then e ectively appears stuck at 0. iodes 1 2 serve the purpose of temperature

compensation and shorting only causes degradation of temperature compensation performance.

Some of the fault groups represent e ects of several equivalent faults.
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igure 6: Classical stuck-at fault model .

able 3: ECL ate outputs for Classical Stuck-at fault model .

B

.

In order to model the physical fai lures, the classical stuck-at fault model is applied to the ECL

gate as shown in igure 6. esults shown in able 3 were obtained by exercising the

model withal l possible input combinations for fault-free as well as faultyconditions byintroducing

one stuck-fault at a time. In able 3, the subscripts 0 and 1 are used to represent stuck at 0 and

1 respectively. or example, 0 indicates stuck-at-0 on and 1 indicates stuck-at-1 on .

he defective circuit behavior ( able 2) nowcan be compared with the classical stuck-at fault

model output ( able 3) to obtain the e ectiveness of the stuck at model in representing various

component fai lures.

Correlationbetween gate classical stuck-at fault model output and physical fai lures

is shownincolumns 1-3 of able 4, where it canbe seenthat al l the classical stuck-at faults model

some physical fai lures. In able 3, 1 1 indicates stuck at 1 or stuck at 1. he physical

fai lures as modeledby fault-groups 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 14 are modeled accurately using

the classical stuck-at fault model . he faults 12, 13 and 17 cause one of the output to become

indeterminate, whichcannot be representedby a logical fault model . romthe rest, the classical
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igure 7: roposed augmentedstuck-at fault model .

stuck-at fault model leaves 7 fault groups uncovered, corresponding to 14 physical fai lures. In the

next section, we present an augmented stuck-at fault model that provides a higher coverage of

physical fai lures compared to the classical stuck-at fault model .

.

he classical input output stuck-at fault model is not e ective for model ing ECLgates. igure 7

shows the proposed augmentedstuck-at fault model whichimproves the fault coverage. ere, the

device is modeled as a paral lel combination of an gate and a gate. here are thus six

independent nodes to be considered. able 5 presents the behavior of the device under this fault

model .

or further classi cation and correlation between physical fai lures and stuck-at fault model ,

comparison is done between able 2 with that of the proposed augmented stuck-at fault model

output ( able 5). he outcome is presented in column 4 of able 4, which also l ists the faults

modeled by the augmented stuck-at fault model . ere, ( 0, 0) indicates that the true output is

modeled as b stuck at 0 and complementary output is modeled as f stuck at 0. It can be seen

that fault groups 2, 4, 9, 11, 15, 16, 17 and 18 not modeled by the classical stuck-at

fault model , are modeledby the augmentedstuck-at fault model . ault groups 15, 16 and 17

are modeled and are observable at one of the outputs only ( rue outputs in these cases). ault

groups 15, 16 and 17 exhibit the fault as a complex logical fault. gain, fault groups 12

( rue output) and 13 (Complementaryoutput) are not modeledbythe augmentedstuck-at fault

model . hese faults cannot be modeledat the gate level, as the erroneous outputs always appear

as unde nedvalues ( ) however, the complementaryoutputs appear as fault free.

rst glance of able 4 column 4 may give an impression that most of the fault groups

in augmented fault model output can only be represented as multiple stuck-at faults. owever

an aranM. Menon, ashwant . Malaiyaand nura . Jayasumana 11
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able 4: Correlation between hysical fai lures vs Stuck-at fault models.

��

��

in

able 5: ECL ate outputs for roposed ugmentedStuck-at fault model .

B
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igure 8: wo-level implementationof ( )( ) and ( )( ).

several multiple faults can often be dropped because of equivalence. or example, the multiple

fault ( 0, 0) is equivalent to 0, whichmaybe coveredby the output of the driving logic stuckat

0. he same is true for 3 and 5. nly the fault groups 9, 11 and 18 are always required to

be representedbymultiple stuck-at faults.

hemultiple stuck-at fault model is anextensionof the single stuckfault model , whereinseveral

l ines are consideredto be simultaneouslystuck. If is denotedto be the number of possible single

stuckfault sites, then there are 2 n single stuck faults. ssuming that anymultiple stuck fault can

occur including the condition of al l l ines simultaneously stuck, there are 3 n 1 possible multiple

stuck faults. ssuming that the multipl icity of a fault is no greater than a constant , then the

number of possible multiple stuck faults ( ) is givenas,

i 1
2i

whichis usual lytoo large a number to deal explicitlywithal l multiple faults [21 ] . or example,

the number of multiple faults (double faults, where 2) ina circuit with 1000 possible fault

sites is about 2 mil lion.

pplyingmultiple stuckat faults to igure 7withamultipl icityof faults equal to 2, i .e. double

faults, wouldneed72 multiple faults to be considered, whichis obtained bysubstituting 2 and

an aranM. Menon, ashwant . Malaiyaand nura . Jayasumana 13
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10 in the expression for . Considering al l 72 multiple stuck faults and obtaining a table for

al l input vectors is too di cult a task. eferring to column 4 of able 4, we knowapriori the

behavior of augmented fault model to the 2-level ECLgate. or fault group 9, one possibi l ity is

to consider the multiple stuck fault of 1 and 1 for true andcomplementaryoutputs respectively.

Similarly, multiple stuck faults needto be consideredonly for 11 and 18. nly3 multiple stuck

faults need be considered out of 72 possible double faults since the multiple faults are known

apriori fromthe augmented fault model .

Excluding 10, 12, 13 and 17, onlyabout 73.58 of the physical fai lures are coveredbythe

classical stuck-at fault model whereas 94.33 coverage of al l detectable faults is obtained using

the augmented stuck-at fault model . Evenbetter coverage is obtained if special handling is done

for 15, 16 and 17. est generationand fault simulationwouldbe correct i f the complemented

output for these cases are assumed to be unknown. In that case 100 fault coverage of the

deterministical ly testable faults would be obtained. nly 8 single and 3 double stuck-at fault

groups need to be considered for model ing al l the physical fai lures of the ECL gate.

he proposed augmented stuck-at fault model is also a much simpler and e ective fault model

compared to the complicated logic model proposed by orandi et. al . [18 ] , which is obtained

using the dictionary for translating circuit elements into a gate level description.

nother possibi l ity is to consider the structure of the fault model shown in gure 6 with

multiple stuck at faults whichwould provide 90.56 fault coverage. ault groups 2 and 4 in

this case cannot be included by multiple stuck at faults using the structure shown in igure 6.

he fault coverage obtainedwouldsti l l be less thanthe fault coverage obtainedusing the proposed

augmentedstuck at fault model but the number of nodes need to be consideredwould be less.

o o at s

Inthis sectionweextendthe fault model developedfor 1-level ECLto2-level ECL -

and gates.

.

he response of the 2-level ECL - gate is evaluated for various faults. he 2-

level ECL - gate circuit real izing the true function ( ):( ) and its

complementary function ( ):( ) is usedas anexample and is shownin igure 8. efore
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able 6: List of ault groups vs hysical fai lures.

aut free Open hort

Base to mitter hort.

mitter Base Open hort.

o ector Open.

mitter Base Open hort.

o ector Open.

mitter Base Open mitter Base o ector Open Open hort.

o ector Open.

mitter Base Open hort.

o ector Open.

mitter Base Open Open hort.

o ector Open.

mitter Base o ector Open hort.

Open mitter Base o ector Open Base to o ector hort.

mitter Base o ector Open Open mitter to Base hort.

Open hort mitter

to Base hort Base to o ector hort hort.

Open mitter to Base hort.

Open mitter to Base hort.

Base to o ector hort hort.

mitter Base Open hort.

hort.

mitter to Base hort.

mitter to Base hort.

mitter to Base hort.

Base to o ector hort.

Base to o ector hort.

Base to o ector hort.

Base to o ector hort.

Base to o ector hort hort.

Open

Open

Open
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igure 9: Classical stuck-at fault model for 2-level ECL - gate.

performing defect analysis and fault model ing, basic circuit operation, bias conditions, interface

constraints have been studied. l ist of possible hard fai lures (opens, shorts etc.) which a ect

the circuit functional ity is given in able 6. ossible hard fai lures considered include al l possible

opens and shorts of transistors, diodes and resistors, transistor junction opens and shorts.

he 2-level ECL - gate circuit outputs are obtained after performing S ICE

[20] simulations for al l input vectors by simulating one fai lure at a time for al l the possible hard

fai lures (opens, shorts etc.) of al l the devices (transistors, diodes and resistors). he output of

the circuit behavior obtained under various defects are tabulated by combining and grouping the

various faults as shown in able 7.

.

Several gate level implementations are possible for the logic function ( ):( ) and its

complement ( ):( ). gate level implementation of the above functions is shown in

igure 9. In order to model the physical fai lures, the classical stuck-at fault model is applied

to the 2-level ECL - gate as shown in igure 9. esults shown in able 8 were

obtainedbyexercisingthemodel withal l possible input combinations for fault-free as well as faulty

conditions by introducing one stuck-fault at a time. he defective circuit behavior ( able 7) now

canbe comparedwiththe classical stuck-at fault model output ( able 8) to obtainthe e ectiveness

of the stuckat model in representing various component fai lures.

Correlation between2-level ECL - gate classical stuck-at fault model output

an aranM. Menon, ashwant . Malaiyaand nura . Jayasumana 16
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able 7: Circuit behavior under physical fai lures of 2-level Comples ECL gate ( ault-free,

1- 1 e fective).

B D

B D
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able 8: ECL2-level Complex ate outputs for Classical Stuck-at fault model .

B D

and physical fai lures is shown in columns 1-3 of able 9, where it can be seen that almost al l

the classical stuck-at faults model some physical fai lures. he physical fai lures as modeled by

fault-groups 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19 and 27 are modeled accurately using

the classical stuck-at fault model . he faults 28 and 29 cause one of the outputs to become

indeterminate, which cannot be represented by a logical fault model . romthe remaining, the

classical stuck-at fault model leaves 17 fault groups uncovered out of 28 detectable fault groups,

corresponding to 40 physical fai lures out of 76 possible hard fai lures examined. nly39.28 fault

groups are covered using the classical stuck-at fault model corresponding to 47.36 of physical

fai lures. Inthe next section, we present anaugmentedstuck-at fault model that provides a higher

coverage of physical fai lures compared to the classical stuck-at fault model .

.

he classical input output stuck-at fault model is not e ective for model ingECLgates. igure 10

shows the proposed augmentedstuck-at fault model whichimproves the fault coverage. ere, the

device is modeled as a paral lel combinationof - and - gates real izing the true

an aranM. Menon, ashwant . Malaiyaand nura . Jayasumana 18



igure 10: roposed augmentedstuck-at fault model .

and complementary function. hus, there are 10 independent nodes to be considered. able 10

10 presents the behavior of the device under this fault model .

or further classi cation and correlation between physical fai lures and stuck-at fault model ,

comparison is done between able 7 with that of the proposed augmented stuck-at fault model

output ( able 10). he outcome is presented in column 4 of able 9, which also l ists the faults

modeledby the augmentedstuck-at fault model . he fault groups 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14,

15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 26 and 30 not modeled by the classical stuck-at fault

model , are modeled by the augmented stuck-at fault model . ault groups 2, 4, 20, 21, 23

and 24 are modeled and are observable at one of the outputs only. or these fault groups, the

other output exhibits the fault as a complexlogical fault. ault groups 28 ( rue output) and 29

(Complementary output) cannot be modeled at the gate level, as the erroneous outputs always

appear as unde ned values ( ), however, the complementary outputs appear as fault free.

ault groups ( 2, 4, 20, 21, 23 and 24) which are modeled and observable at one of

the outputs according to the model works e ectively when a 2-level ECL - gate

alone is modeled. bnormal behavior maybe observedon the other output whichis not modeled

properly andmight lead to fault masking when the outputs reconverge on a subsequent gate.

rst glance of able 9 column4maygive animpressionthat most of the fault groups inaugmented

fault model are modeled as multiple faults (double faults). owever, several multiple faults can

be droppedbecause of equivalence, for example, the multiple fault ( 0, 0) modeledby fault group

1 is equivalent to 0, whichmaybe coveredby the output of the driving logic stuck at 0. nly
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able 9: Correlation between hysical fai lures vs Stuck-at fault models for 2-level ComplexECL
ate.

in
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able 10: ECL2-level Complex ate outputs for roposed ugmentedStuck-at fault model .

B D

the fault groups 14, 15, 16, 22, 25, 26 and 30 are always required to be representedby

multiple stuck at faults.

pplyingmultiple stuckat faults to igure 9withamultipl icityof faults equal to 2, i .e. double

faults, would need 198 multiple faults to be considered, which is obtained by substituting 2

and 10 inthe expression for . Considering al l 198 multiple stuck faults and obtaining a table

for al l input vectors is too di cult a task. eferring to column4 of able 9, we knowapriori the

behavior of augmented fault model to the 2-level ECL - gate. or fault group

14, we needto consider the multiple stuckfault of 0 and 1 for true andcomplementaryoutputs.

Similarly, multiple stuck faults need to be considered only for 15, 16, 22, 25, 26 and 30.

nly7multiple stuckfaults needbe consideredout of 198 possible double faults since the multiple

faults are knownapriori fromthe augmented fault model .

90.78 coverage of al l detectable faults is obtained by the augmented stuck-at fault model

compared to 47.36 coverage obtained using the classical stuck-at fault model . Even better

coverage is obtained if special handling is done for 2, 4, 20, 21, 23 and 24. est generation

and fault simulation would be correct i f the complemented outputs for these cases are assumed

to be unknown. In that case 100 fault coverage of the deterministical ly testable faults would
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igure 11: ECL gate.

be obtained. nly 14 single and 7 double stuck-at faults need be considered for model ing al l the

physical fai lures of the 2-level ECL gate investigated. It can be seen that the augmented fault

model proposed for 2-level ECLgates is much simpler and e ective compared to the logic model

proposed by orandi et. al . [18 ] .

nother possibi l ityis toconsider the structure of the fault model shownin gure 9withmultiple

stuckat faults whichwouldprovide 68.42 fault coverage. ault groups 8, 10, 11, 12, 13,

17 and 27 inthis case cannot be includedbymultiple stuckat faults using the structure shown

in igure 9. he fault coverage obtainedwouldsti l l be less than the fault coverage obtainedusing

the proposed augmentedstuckat fault model but the number of nodes to be consideredwouldbe

less.

.

he response of the 2-level ECL gate is evaluated for various faults. he 2-level

ECL gate circuit real izing the true function ( : ) and its complementary function

( : ) is used as an example and is shown in igure 11. efore performing defect analysis and

fault model ing, basic circuit operation, bias conditions, interface constraints have been studied.

l ist of possible hard fai lures (opens, shorts etc.) which a ect the circuit functional ity is given

in able 11. ossible hard fai lures considered include al l possible opens and shorts of transistors,
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able 11: List of ault groups vs hysical fai lures for 2-level ECL .

aut free Open hort

Base to mitter hort.

o ector Open Base to mitter hort.

Base mitter Open Open

hort Base to o ector hort

Base to mitter Base to o ector hort

o ector Open hort Base to mitter hort.

Open Base to mitter hort Base to mitter hort.

Open Base to o ector hort Base to mitter hort

mitter Base o ector Open hort.

Open.

Open hort mitter Base Open

o ector Base mitter Open hort.

Open.

Open.

Open hort o ector Base mitter Open

o ector Base mitter Open.

Open hort Base to o ector hort.

o ector Base mitter Open.

hort.

hort Base to o ector hort.

hort.

Base to o ector hort.

mitter to Base hort.

Base to o ector hort.

o ector Open.

diodes and resistors, transistor junction opens and shorts.

he 2-level ECL gate circuit outputs are obtained after performing S ICE[20 ]

simulations for al l input vectors bysimulatingone fai lure at a time for al l the possible hard fai lures

(opens, shorts etc.) of al l the devices (transistors, diodes and resistors). he output of the circuit

behavior obtained under various defects are tabulated by combining and grouping the various

faults as shown in able 12.

.

ate level implementation of the above functions is shown in igure 12. In order to model the

physical fai lures, the classical stuck-at fault model is applied to the 2-level ECL

gate as shown in igure 12. esults shown in able 13 were obtained by exercising the model

withal l possible input combinations for fault-free as well as faulty conditions by introducing one
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igure 12: Classical stuck-at fault model .

stuck-fault at a time. he defective circuit behavior ( able 12) nowcan be compared with the

classical stuck-at fault model output ( able 13) to obtain the e ectiveness of the stuck at model

in representing various component fai lures.

Correlation between2-level ECL gate classical stuck-at fault model output and

physical fai lures is shown in columns 1-3 of able 14, where it can be seen that almost al l the

classical stuck-at faults model some physical fai lures. he physical fai lures as modeled by fault-

groups 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, and 14 are modeledaccuratelyusing the classical stuck-at fault

model . he faults 8 and 9 cause one of the outputs to become indeterminate, which cannot

be represented by a logical fault model . romthe remaining, the classical stuck-at fault model

leaves 11 fault groups uncovered out of 16 detectable fault groups, corresponding to 20 physical

fai lures out of 70 possible hard fai lures examined. nly39.28 fault groups are coveredusing the

classical stuck-at fault model corresponding to 47.36 of physical fai lures. In the next section,

we present an augmentedstuck-at fault model that provides a higher coverage of physical fai lures

comparedto the classical stuck-at fault model .

.

he classical input output stuck-at fault model is not e ective for model ingECLgates. igure 13

shows the proposed augmentedstuck-at fault model whichimproves the fault coverage. ere, the

device is modeled as a paral lel combinationof - and - gates real izing the true

and complementary function. hus, there are 10 independent nodes to be considered. able 15

presents the behavior of the device under this fault model .

or further classi cation and correlation between physical fai lures and stuck-at fault model ,

comparison is done between able 12 with that of the proposed augmented stuck-at fault model
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igure 13: roposed augmentedstuck-at fault model .
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able 14: Correlationbetween hysical fai lures vs Stuck-at fault models for 2-level ComplexECL

ate.

in
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able 15: ECL2-level Complex ate outputs for roposed ugmentedStuck-at fault model .

B

output ( able 15). he outcome is presented in column4 of able 14, whichalso l ists the faults

modeledby the augmentedstuck-at fault model . he fault groups 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 14,

15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 26 and 30 not modeled by the classical stuck-at fault

model , are modeled by the augmented stuck-at fault model . ault groups 2, 4, 20, 21, 23

and 24 are modeled and are observable at one of the outputs only. or these fault groups, the

other output exhibits the fault as a complexlogical fault. ault groups 28 ( rue output) and 29

(Complementary output) cannot be modeled at the gate level, as the erroneous outputs always

appear as unde ned values ( ), however, the complementary outputs appear as fault free.

ault groups ( 2, 4, 20, 21, 23 and 24) whichare modeledand observable at one of the

outputs according to the model works e ectivelywhen a 2-level ECL gate alone is

modeled. bnormal behavior maybe observedon the other output whichis not modeledproperly

andmight leadto fault masking whenthe outputs reconverge ona subsequent gate. rst glance

of able 14 column 4 may give an impression that most of the fault groups in augmented fault

model are modeled as multiple faults (double faults). owever, several multiple faults can be

droppedbecause of equivalence, for example, the multiple fault ( 0, 0) modeledbyfault group 1

is equivalent to 0, which may be covered by the output of the driving logic stuck at 0. nly

the fault groups 14, 15, 16, 22, 25, 26 and 30 are always required to be representedby

multiple stuck at faults.

pplying multiple stuck at faults to igure 12 with a multipl icity of faults equal to 2, i .e.

double faults, wouldneed 198 multiple faults to be considered, which is obtained by substituting

2 and 10 in the expression for . Considering al l 198 multiple stuck faults and obtaining

a table for al l input vectors is too di cult a task. eferring to column 4 of able 14, we know

apriori the behavior of augmented fault model to the 2-level ECL gate. or fault
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group 14, we need to consider the multiple stuck fault of 0 and 1 for true and complementary

outputs. Similarly, multiple stuck faults need to be considered only for 15, 16, 22, 25, 26

and 30. nly 7 multiple stuck faults need be considered out of 198 possible double faults since

the multiple faults are knownapriori fromthe augmented fault model .

90.78 coverage of al l detectable faults is obtained by the augmented stuck-at fault model

compared to 47.36 coverage obtained using the classical stuck-at fault model . Even better

coverage is obtained if special handling is done for 2, 4, 20, 21, 23 and 24. est generation

and fault simulation would be correct i f the complemented outputs for these cases are assumed

to be unknown. In that case 100 fault coverage of the deterministical ly testable faults would

be obtained. nly 14 single and 7 double stuck-at faults need be considered for model ing al l the

physical fai lures of the 2-level ECL gate investigated. It can be seen that the augmented fault

model proposed for 2-level ECLgates is much simpler and e ective compared to the logic model

proposed by orandi et. al . [18 ] .

nother possibi l ityis toconsider the structure of the fault model shownin gure 9withmultiple

stuckat faults whichwouldprovide 68.42 fault coverage. ault groups 8, 10, 11, 12, 13,

17 and 27 inthis case cannot be includedbymultiple stuckat faults using the structure shown

in igure 12. he fault coverage obtained would sti l l be less than the fault coverage obtained

using the proposed augmented stuck at fault model but the number of nodes to be considered

wouldbe less.

o r u urr nt onitorin

Certaindefects during manufacturingprocess, suchas, spot defects in l ithographyor inanyof the

processing steps could lead to a short. Current testing has been studied [22 , 23] to be a potential

methodology for detecting such shorts inC Sdevices.

ECL circuits drawalmost constant power supply current, independent of frequency [1 ] . It

can be observed fromthe structure of ECL that when the input transistors are , the other

di erential transistor wil l be and vice-versa. Certain defects couldmanifest itsel f in drawing

excessive power supply current and such defects can be detected using power supply current

monitoring. S ICEsimulations for fault 5 shorted indicates that the current drawnunder fault

is almost 100 times that of fault-free. owever, certain faults such as, shorts in the di erential

input transistors do not manifest itsel f in drawing excessive power supply current as shorting

causes the other di erential transistor ( 3 6) to turn . his happens as the voltage at
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igure 14: Current drawnbyan ECLgate under 5 short and fault-free.

the common emitter point rises due to the short and since the base of the xed bias transistors

( 3 6) are held constant, these transistors cannot turn . igure 14 shows current drawnby

an ECL gate under fault-free and faulty conditions.

si n or stabi i t

Careful observation of ables 22, 7 and 12 indicate that for some of the physical fai lures, the

input test vectors cause both the true and complementary outputs to exhibit erroneous

outputs (i .e. similar outputs, 00 or 11) insteadof the true and complementaryoutputs exhibiting

fault-free outputs (i .e. 01 or 10). ut of the 18 classi ed faults for various physical

fai lures of devices for the ECL gate, 7 of the fault groups exhibit erroneous

outputs with at least one or more input vectors, which is approximately 39 and out of the

30 classi ed fault groups for the 2-level ECLgate, 20 of themexhibit erroneous outputs

which is approximately 66.66 . y using the fol lowing simple design for testabi l ity approach, it

is possible to -LI Edetect such faults. his maybe useful in fault-tolerant systems.

he design for testabi l ity approach uses an exclusive- gate connected to the output of the

ECLgate as shownin igure 15, withthe output of the exclusive- gate termedas the

signal . henthe true andcomplementaryoutputs of the ECLgate is fault-free output

(i .e. 01 or 10), thenthe signal wouldbe a 1 indicating that 1 and 0
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igure 16: Exclusive- gate to detect LI Eerrors in interconnect modules.

(i .e. ). henever any of the faults cause the outputs of the gate to exhibit erro-

neous outputs (i .e. 00 or 11), then the signal would become a 0 indicating that

0 and 1 (i .e. an has occurred). se of anExclusive- or to

detect errors in single level ECLgates would be an increase in area overhead and might

be prohibitive. owever, i f the gate is multiple level and su ciently complex, then the overhead

maybe justi able in some situations. his approachmaybe e ective at module level, at the end

of high speed data bus, in clock chains etc. and in other applications where there is probabil ity

of errors to occur.

his design for testabi l ity approach is not only useful for ECL gates but can be used in

applications where true andcomplementarysignals are being simultaneouslytransmittedbetween

one unit to the other or while driving long distances using twisted pairs or any other mode

of communication. he output driver gate could exhibit erroneous output under faults

or i f the communication channel develops snag with an open or short between the true and

complementary l ines, the receive end would exhibit erroneous error condition. igure
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16 shows an implementationof the design for testabi l ityapproachusing anexclusive- gate in

a general l ine-driving application, where under erroneous output conditions the

signal would be a 1 andwouldbe a 0 for fault-free output conditions.

onc usions

he e ectiveness of the classical stuck-at fault model inmodelingphysical fai lures that are possible

in a one and two-level ECLgates have been examined. n augmented stuck-at fault model has

beenproposed as the classical stuck-at fault model didnot model a major fractionof the physical

fai lures. igh fault coverage can be obtained using the augmented stuck-at fault model for both

one-level and two-level ECLgates comparedto the classical stuck-at fault model . he augmented

stuck-at fault model can easi ly be extended to multi -level complex ECL gates. design for

testabi l ity approach was presented for detecting error conditions occurring in gates with

true and complementary outputs which is a normal implementation for ECL logic devices. he

designfor testabi l ityapproachpresentedhere canalsobe usedfor detecting error conditions

in applications where true and complementary signals are transmitted fromone unit to the other

or while signals are driven long distances using twistedpairs or other modes of communications.
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